
Industrial self-adhesive labelling machine 
Pk-130 automatic labelling machine Hi Performance 
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Pk-130  fast industrial labelling machine  

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTIC  

outputs, alarms, pre and end of roll, paper 

tear, recovery of missing label, two labels on 

a product, automatic adjustment of speed 

(encoder), No-Stop 2 heads. 

The labelling can be equipped with marker/

coder HP inkjet technology with high-

definition character for marking dates, lots, 

alphanumeric data, sequentially numbered, 

1D and 2D barcodes, images, logo. Mc 

12.7mm or 25.4mm MK area printing (up to 

50.8mm optionally) of one or more rows. The 

marker inkjet offers the possibility of using 

different types of inks for all kinds of labels 

and does not limit the speed of the machine 

so that it can exploit the full potential of 90 

mt / min. Autonomously adapts to the speed 

of the card without any adjustment thanks 

to the encoder integrated and can inde-

pendently manage the change date / time, 

deadlines, thanks to the integrated micro-

processor and clock.  

The Pk-130 is also available in Pk-130-Hygi 

that thanks to the anti-bacterial treatments 

and the use of stainless steel can be used in 

the food and pharma sectors. Pk-130 is IP56 

and can be washed with high-pressure 

lance. 

   Pk-130  automat ic   labe l l ing  machine  indust r ia l   up  to   60 mt . /min.  

Pk-130 industrial labeller produced by Packin 

Srl enjoying the advantages of the three 

patents registered for the mechanical parts 

and for innovative solutions to improve the 

traction of the paper, pull the paper to the 

optimization of the engine, eliminating 

brakes - brushes - side guides, use of coder/

marker HP inkjet technology, improving the 

ease of use to the operator and the overall 

effectiveness of the machine. 

The fast automatic labelling Pk-130 is dedi-

cated for industrial use and are easily 

placed on production lines as in existing 

machines due to the compact size of the 

labelling head also due to the separate 

control unit. In only 880 mm wide can be 

installed 2 labelling heads NO-STOP for con-

tinuous cycles (when the labels end up on 

the first machine automatically starts the 

second and vice versa). Available the re-

mote control panel (RS485) touch-screen 

that allows seamless integration with the 

machinery host.  

The paper passage simplified and the auto-

matic regulation of alignment allow users to 

perform reel changes very rapidly, with con-

sequent advantages on the production and 

less waste of labels.  

The Pk-130 comes complete with all the nec-

essary functions for the control of remote 

machines, encoder, traffic signal, inputs, 

Above: right or left version. 

Below: inkjet marker installed. 

LABEL MAX WIDTH from 10 to 130 mm 

ROLL MAX DIAMETER up to 350 mm 

INTERNAL ROLL DIAMETER 76-45 mm 

MAX SPEED up to 60 mt/min. 

MEMORY 40 program 

COMMAND PANEL Standard: polycarbonate with 2 lines display multilingual. 

 Optional: touch-screen 4.3” color monitor controller, to 

 control up to 4 labelling heads. 

ALARM ins roll, paper break, external output 

DIMENSION HxWxD min 480x700x340  max 570x1000x350 mm 

WEIGTH 40 Kg  (52 Kg with STAND-PLUS) 

POWER 220Vac  50/60Hz   1000Watt 

MISSING LABEL RECOVERY yes 

2 LABEL ON SINGLE PRODUCT yes 

ENCODER AUTO SPEED ADJUST optional 

NO-STOP FUNCTION (2 HEADS) optional 

APPROACHING END ROLL optional 

TRANSPARENT LABEL optional 

CODER/MARKER optional inkjet HP 

STANDARDS CE,  IP56 
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Pk-130  fast industrial labelling machine  

STAND-PLUS  

Optional available multi-adjustable 

stand for labelling.  

Settings on the axes X, Y 550 mm. Ro-

tation of the head 360 ° horizontal 

and 180 ° vertical.  

 

So complete with standard controller 

support the machine lends itself to 

applications in board-line production. 
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DEALER 

INKJET  

Coder/Marker to print variable or static 

high-definition data. HP inkjet car-

tridge . Available various types of inks 

for all surfaces, porous or non-porous. 

Pk-130-NO STOP  

Lateral dimensions of only 440 mm makes 

it possible to install 2 heads (up to 4 units 

max) version of No-Stop for continuous 

cycles (when the labels end up on the 

first machine automatically starts the 

second and vice versa). The remote-

controller via the RS485 serial port can 

be placed directly in the control panel 

of the host machine for the seamless 

integration and ease of operations. 

TOUCH-SCREEN  

The Touch-Screen control panel allows to 

control up to 4 labelling heads. 40 stora-

ble programs. Connections with encoder 

signals in / out and external alarms. 

Available an LCD display also for remote 

control installation. 

Pk-130  fast industrial labelling machine  

Via G. Rossini, 102   -  20832 Desio (MB) - Italy 

T/F  +39 0362 197.3542   info@packin.it   www.packini.it 
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